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In 1993, Sonic the Hedgehog sped his way from video games to comic books. Hundreds of isues

later, "the blue blur" can lay claim to having the most successful comic book career of all video

game heroes! Now you can enjoy his earliest comic book adventures with this special edition that

reprint his first, difficult-to-find mini-series, Sonic #0 through #3. Collected together for the first time

are the first appearance of Tails, Princess Sally, Antoine, Rotor, Uncle Chuck and Muttski. Put on

your sneakers, grab a chilidog and see where the legend began!
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I grew up reading these comics. I never really got into the games all that much, but I loved these. If

you have a son or daughter getting interested in comic books, and they're in the 9-12 age range,

these are a great place to start.

I bought several of these in the series for my kids which are hooked on anything Sonic the

Hedgehog. They love them. I read through them to see if anything was inappropriate, everything

was up to my standards. Nothing above G rating here.

My son loves these! Who says video games don't teach you anything. My son is four and has



learned to read these :)

This little book (which is small in size, actually) is loaded with plenty of humor, references and joy for

readers of varying ages. If you read the original mini-series (which comprises this volume), it'll all

come back to you. New readers will discover the start of something exciting and funny, and get an

interesting look at where the comics started.The book itself is also good for those who want to

collect some of the old issues, without the bulk or wear from trying to get original copies. The quality

of the pages are nice, and the old details are preserved nicely. It also fits neatly on your shelf, as it's

quite thin.Definitely a fine addition to those with subscriptions to the comics, or for those who have

picked up later books; and guaranteed to make you laugh.

I got this for my son and he LOVES it! This was one comic book we couldn't find at our local library

so I was SUPER happy to fin it on here. :D My son loves to look at what Sonic looked like then and

what he looks like now. If your a fan of Sonic I would DEFINITLY recommend this book :D

When my kindergarten class asked for a book about Sonic the Hedgehog, I had no idea who or

what he was. I ordered the book and the stuffed Sonic the Hedgehog, learned about the little

superhero, and delighted the children. It was appropriate for the 4-6 age group and reinforced the

fact that books can enhance any experience, even TV shows and video games, as I try to be an

enthusiastic cheerleader for the benefits of reading at this formative, impressionable age.

My 10 year old nephew got this for Christmas and loved it. It is smaller so some of the font is pretty

small, but if your kid likes sonic he will love these. I'm already having to buy more of the series for

his birthday.

Photo deceiving.. The booklet is actually 5"x7". We bought it for our grandson who has vision

problems. The print is so smallbecause the comic book is not comic book size which is 8"x11". Very

disappointing for $7.95.
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